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harmaceutical companies are taking Twitter
seriously. Pfizer takes Twitter so seriously that
it plans on building a 100-strong “Twitter Army”
of executives who will contribute to its Twitter
stream. At the Social Communications in Healthcare
conference hosted by the Business Development
Institute in NYC on July 23, 2009, Rays Kerins,
Pfizer's Head of Global Media Relations, said
“Twitter is as big as a newswire.”
Some people, however, are not convinced of
Twitter’s importance. “Twitter is such a joke,” said an
anonymous commenter to my blog post “My Twitter
Followers: Thank You!” (see http://bit.ly/uo87t). “Next
year it will be replaced by something else more
meaningful.”
That may be true, but I can't wait for next year's new
communications tool. I need to use every currently
available means to reach out to my readers and
potential subscribers. And Twitter is proving to be
invaluable for that purpose.
Twitter is Important to Pharma
Many pharmaceutical companies besides Pfizer,
especially European-based ones, are joining the
Twitter party.
In a Pharma Marketing Talk podcast, Judith von
Gordon and John Pugh, external communications
executives at Boehringer Ingelheim (BI), talked about
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their plans for Twitter (see “Pharma on Twitter:
Boehringer Ingelheim”; http://bit.ly/2EOynh). BI just
completed the first-ever full bore social media
campaign via Twitter touting the results of its RELY® clinical study (see “Full BOEHR(inger) Social
Media Reporting of RELY Trial Results”;
http://bit.ly/9xVHf). BI sent Tweets live from the press
conference in Barcelona, Spain. "This year we are
looking to use the internet to engage with our
customers," says John Pugh. "We want to provide a
human side aspect of the corporate perspective, and
tools such as Twitter are key."
Novo Nordisk made history with its first-ever branded
Twitter account (see “Pharma Marketers Dive
Deeper Into Social Media: The Good, the Bad, and
the Ugly Case Studies”: PMN Reprint #86-01;
http://bit.ly/3x2cJz). Commenting on the criticism of
that Tweet, Ambre Morley, Associate Director of
Product Communications at Novo Nordisk, said “If no
one talks about what you do, you probably haven't
made much of an impact. We encourage people to
ask questions and give us an opportunity to answer.
We're pretty transparent about our challenges and
open to discussion about any ideas to make it better.
There were some false assumptions gaining traction,
but that's also the nature of this business. We're
working to move quicker to respond but also
Continues…

Figure 1. Twitter Stats for @pharmaguy.
“Friends” are people that pharmaguy
follows. Followers of @pharmaguy
increased an estimated 667% between
March and the end of September, 2009.
You can view stats of any Twitter
account using Twitterholic.com

Want to Reach My
Twitter Followers?
I use Twitter to direct
followers to paid ads as well
as other useful information.
The response is often much
more immediate than the
response to e-mail ads.
If you are interested in how
this can work for your ads,
send an email message to
johnmack@virsci.com or give
me a call at 215-504-4164.
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encouraging anyone to just ask” (see “Novo to Social
Media: Report the Facts”; http://bit.ly/1OOuSs).
Amgen Tweeted live from the Addressing
Psoriasis™ Fashion Show in New York City on
September 2, 2009. While it wasn’t a perfect
execution, it was another interesting pharma Twitter
campaign (see “What Do Phone Sex, the Pittsburgh
Symphony Orchestra, Amgen, & Psoriasis Have in
Common?”; http://bit.ly/2bcUtw).
Who is Your Audience and What Do They Want?
Twitter is a community of followers of followers. I
often look at the followers of people I follow to see if I
should follow them so that hopefully they will follow
me in return. You know what I mean!
Followers are Twitter’s legal tender. No matter what
people say, your Twitter strategy must include
building a large and qualified Twitter following. The
last part—qualified—should be the most important
part of your Twitter follower strategy. You want
followers who are the right fit for your messages.
Despite all the attention pharmaceutical companies
are paying to Twitter, I doubt they know very much
about who is following their Tweets. They may have
some overall demographic data such as that reported by Pew in February, 2009: “Twitter and similar
services have been most avidly embraced by young
adults. Nearly one in five (19%) online adults ages
18 and 24 have ever used Twitter and its ilk, as have
20% of online adults 25 to 34. Use of these services
drops off steadily after age 35 with 10% of 35 to 44
year olds and 5% of 45 to 54 year olds using Twitter.
The decline is even more stark among older internet
users; 4% of 55-64 year olds and 2% of those 65 and
older use Twitter” (see Figure 3, pg 6 and “Twitter
and status updating”; http://bit.ly/c4RR).
There are a few ways that you can learn more about
your Twitter followers. You can systematically look at
each of your followers’ public profiles and extract
some tidbits such as where each follower comes
from or what each follower is interested in. But many
Twitter users do not have much information in their
profiles or they provide false information to protect
their anonymity or express their politics (eg, many
Twitter users say that their home town is Tehran,
Iran).
Perhaps a better way is to survey your followers.
According to Dr. Andree Bates, Managing Director of
Eularis, a company that analyzes the impact of
pharma marketing programs, “a careful and thorough
analysis of what the target audience needs and
wants, along with their potential to find the planned
approach interesting or valuable, should be under-
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taken. There are many ways to do this, but one
obvious way is to ask the target audience directly:
Are their needs being met? What extra things could
be done to make their experience a better one?”
(See “How To Harness The Power Of Social Media
In Pharmaceutical eMarketing”; http://bit.ly/Iz2Lv).
My Twitter Survey
Dr. Bates suggests surveying your audience and
asking if their needs are being met and what extra
things could be done to make their experience a
better one. This is especially important to do when
you plan to use a new service such as Twitter. I
decided, therefore, to take Dr. Bates’ advice and
began surveying my followers in June, 2009, when I
had about 1,500 followers. I now have over 3,500
followers and have surveyed about 450 (13%) of
them. In the remainder of this article, I summarize
the findings of that survey. I hope that by sharing
these results you learn more about my Twitter
community and get a better idea about why people
interested in the pharmaceutical industry use Twitter
and what they expect to get out of it. Maybe it will
inspire my pharma colleagues to do the same—ie,
survey their followers and report some of the results.
What You Can Learn from My Survey Results
Since you are reading this article, you are interested
in the pharmaceutical industry. Therefore, you should
be interested in who is following me because you
may want to follow many of the same people that I
do, if you think my follower profile matches your
needs. In fact, there are applications out there that
will allow you to automatically follow people who
follow me or any other person you wish (eg,
tweetadder). My followers are (or can be) your
followers too.
Although I opened my @pharmaguy Twitter account
in March, 2008, I did not start Tweeting seriously
until a year afterward. It was only then that I hit upon
a strategy of how Twitter could fit into my goal of
world pharma media domination. Since then my
Twitter stats curve has taken on the “hockey stick”
look typical of new media. This kind of growth cannot
continue indefinitely. You can see my Twitter stats
going back to 2008 in Figure 1, pg 2.
My Followers are Pharma Professionals
As expected, most of my Twitter followers—at least
those filling out the survey—are professionals by
affiliation. Figure 2, pg 5, shows the breakdown into
by category. It seems that a much smaller portion of
my Twitter followers (17%) work at pharmaceutical
and other life sciences companies than do readers of
Pharma Marketing News (30%) or Pharma Marketing
Blog (38%). Could this be due to corporate internal
Continues…
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Does your company permit social media monitoring?
Aside from the lack of guidelines from the FDA regarding proper use of social media by pharmaceutical
companies, the second obstacle standing in the way of pharma using social media is the denial of
employee access to facebook, twitter, etc. during normal business hours. I have heard that some
pharmaceutical companies attempt to limit access by employees even while at home and not at work.
Len Starnes, Head of Digital Marketing & Sales, General Medicine at Bayer Schering Pharma, asked took
on this issue by hosting a poll on LinkedIn (see http://bit.ly/2llNpL). Starnes’ poll simply asked “Does your
pharmaceutical company permit social media monitoring?”
After seeing the results
of his poll—shown on
left—Starnes asked
“How can pharma
meaningfully participate in the Health &
Medicine 2.0 transformation if only 1/5 of
pharmacos permit
unrestricted social
media monitoring?
Does this mean the
recently-announced
UCB/Patientslikme
partnership will be an
exception rather than
the rule? What a tragic
loss for healthcare.”
I decided to ask the question “Do pharma companies routinely block their employees from accessing
Twitter or Facebook during working hours?” during a recent European healthcare and social media
discussion via Twitter, which takes place every Friday, 12:00-13:00 GMT (use #hcsmeu hash tag to follow
it or join in; see http://bit.ly/11JzRF). Here are some excerpts from the discussion that followed:

@ JC500: I know pharma people who log on at home to track what SNs are saying about their disease
area/brand/company #hcsmeu
@ pharmaguy: @JC500 At home access to Twitter does not allow to participate when there is the most Twitter traffic
during bus hours... #hcsmeu
@ angel189: #hcsmeu In Spain most of the pharmaceutical companies have banned access to FB, YouTube, Twitter, etc.
@ angel189: #hcsmeu, the reason why is "dealing with social tools lead into loosing working time and drop
productivity" as we have told
@whydotpharma: #hcsmeu Think it is important to change minds about SM - not a productivity killer, but a necessary
comm channel that needs to be managed
@ sammielw: I know a few companies that have had to get their e-team special IT priviledges to access SM sites
#hcsmeu
@ Roche_com: #hcsmeu Q3: no blocking of Twitter, Facebook etc. here. Only some restrictions on bandwith or
installations - but access possible
@ sammielw: How can pharma put together consumer campaigns if they cant access SM sites that patients are using for
information? #hcsmeu
@ AnikoLecoultre: In UK businesses to give social networking breaks to workers; good idea for pharma? #hcsmeu
@ davidrinnan: #hcsmeu i've seen extensive SM blocking at clients like AZ and GSK. Lack of guidelines, scared.
Twitter usually open. Depends on your role.
@ angel189: #hcsmeu I won´t mention the company, but one SM project to docs & patients didn´t progress cause the
mkt guys couldn´t enjoy the experience!
@ xbrochart: @pharmaguy Most of social networks are unavailable from Sanofi-Aventis workstations. However, SA released web2.0
rules for employees #hcsmeu
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policies that block employees from accessing Twitter
during working hours? (see box: “Does your
pharmaceutical company permit social media
monitoring?”, pg 4).
My Follower Ratio (Followers/Friends) is about 2.0,
which means that I have two times as many followers
as friends (people who I follow). In comparison, the
Follower Ratio for most pharma companies ranges
from 1.33 to Infinity, with an average of 47.9
(excluding those who follow no one; see Table 1,
below). Of course, when you follow no one, no one
can send you a direct message, which means you
won’t receive any pesky adverse event reports! Of
course, the night is still young and these pharma
wallflower Tweeters may start dancing in earnest in
the months to come.

Twitter Account

Followers

Follower/Friend
Ratio

@Boehringer

2634

1.33

@JNJComm

2063

1.86

@AstellasUS

323

2.60

@pfizer_news

1987

2.84

@Roche_com

1756

5.89

@AstraZenecaUS

1732

5.93

@GSKUS

1387

16.0

@genentechnews

1749

22.4

@SanofiPasteur

408

136

@Novartis

2847

284

@Amgen

1266

NA

@racewithinsulin
(Novo Nordisk)

655

NA

@Allergan

529

NA
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supportive. The corresponding percentages for
Pharma Marketing Blog readers are 35% and 30%,
respectively.
Twitter is popular in the US and in Europe. According
to Quantcast, a Web-based audience insights
service, Twitter.com is a top 50 site that reaches
over 28 million U.S. monthly people. The site attracts
a young adult, slightly more female than male
audience (see Figure 3, pg 6).
I’m not concerned about the gender or income of my
Twitter followers, but I do want to know if they are
based in the US, Europe, or elsewhere. It turns out
that 69% of my survey respondents are based in the
US, 21% in Europe, and 10% elsewhere (see Figure
4, pg 6). In comparison, about 52% of Pharma
Marketing News subscribers are US based, 15% EU
based, and 33% are based elsewhere (mostly India).
Very few of my Twitter followers are Indian.
Why Do My Followers Use Twitter?
I want to know how long my followers have been
using Twitter, why they use it, and how often they
use it. Almost half of my survey respondents said
they have been using Twitter for less than 3 months
and only 25% have been using it for a year or more.
This is not surprising considering that I myself—a
bona fide member of the “Pharma Twitterati” (see
http://tr.im/x3UA)—just started using Twitter seriously
only in the last 5 or 6 months (see Figure 1, pg 2).

1
1

1

Table 1. These data were current as of September 9, 2009. 1NA:
Ratio is undefined because this account follows no one (has 0
friends).

My Twitter Follows Are Supportive of Pharma
My Twitter followers, like readers of this newsletter
and Pharma Marketing Blog, support the pharmaceutical industry: 45% of survey respondents say
they are “very supportive” of the industry and 31%
say they are “somewhat supportive.”
Compare this to 61% of Pharma Marketing News
readers who say they are very supportive of the
industry and 18% who say they are somewhat
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Figure 2. Affiliation of @pharmaguy’s Twitter Followers.
Source: Survey of followers; N=397

About 78% of respondents to my survey said they
monitor Twitter continuously every day (25%) or a
few times per day (53%). Most of the rest (17%) do it
about 2-3 times per week. Only a very few (about
9%) of my followers follow or are followed by more
than 500 people. About one-third have followers and
friends in the 11-50 range.
Continues…
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My followers use Twitter for a variety of reasons, but
most use it to keep up with industry news and to
build up a network of industry contacts (see Figure 5,
pg 7). Many use it to learn its potential, to share and
converse, or just for the fun of it! (see “Other
Reasons for Using Twitter”; box, pg 7).
Why Do People Follow Me of Twitter?
An important question—for me at least—is why are
all these people following me? Since I left this as an
open-ended question, it’s difficult to quantify the
responses. Most of them, however fit into the
following major categories (why people follow you on
Twitter may be different):
INFORMATIVE
Many respondents follow me because I keep them
informed. Some comments included:
• Because you are informative and funny and
always on top of things
• Good source of drugbiz info and opinion
• You provide quality content & questions about
Pharma on your blog, share interesting links on
Twitter. Also leading exploration of social media
in Pharma.
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• emotional rants, based on frustrations common
to us all in the business - oh, and access to good
info.
• Great info and you're frequently hilarious.
• to get info on the pharma business and be sure
in touch with approaches of pharma to new
technologies
• You have excellent Tweets and are a great
source of knowledge.
• Love your stuff, always give great content. Adore
ur snarky style as well :-)
• You provide interesting links to Pharma topics
• checked some of your tweets, they looked
interesting. Figured i may learn something!
• I've found your materials to be helpful in the past
in keeping me up to date. I attended yesterday's
bdi meeting and found the discussions very
helpful. although you didn't present, you were
clearly present!
Continues…

Figure 3 (left). Quantcast estimates that there
are 27.M monthly US Twitter visitors/users (see
http://www.quantcast.com/twitter.com)

Figure 4 (below). Country of Origin of
@pharmaguy’s Twitter Followers.
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Figure 5. Why the followers of @pharmaguy use twitter.

Other Reasons for Using Twitter
The following is just a small sampling of “other” reason’s survey respondents listed for using Twitter:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To quickly & efficiently learn new insights/content that I can apply professionally
To discover uses of this exploding platform, understand its potential
To listen, inform, learn and respond. To be an active member of and resource to the
healthcare community
For inspiration...there are so many brilliant people to read!
To learn more about social media in general and for pharma
To get sales leads, recruit, build lists, relationship development, brand development
To see what the media savvy in my field are saying
Hope in future to help drive traffic to the company blog/website
To learn about Healthcare reform trends & how relevant our offerings are
It's the outer circle of my communications: Twitter > LinkedIn> email > Facebook > in
person
It doesn't tend to suck my whole day up like facebook can, and I'm following more
interesting people than I do on facebook
To provide information that might be relevant to others
For fun! The sense of shared enjoyment :)
So I can speak with credibility and understanding in making recommendations to clients
Virtual water cooler chat and entertainment
To fundraise for Avon Walk for Breast Cancer
Post Job Descriptions, build recruiting network
To increase my visibility in the industry
Interesting links
PR
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INSIGHT
An equally large number of respondents cited
“insight” rather than information as a reason for
following me on Twitter:
• insight & snark rolled into one
• You seem a trust agent for info on the pharma
marketing biz
• Pharmaguy, one of the only few specialist of
digital pharma marketing ! and actually, I like
your analytical turn of mind, being well balanced
between criticism and enthusiasm towards all
the new technics, tools and services
• I appreciate your honesty and unique
perspective on the industry
• I'm within the pharma industry and you have a
big following, so I thought you'd be saying things
worth reading.
• You're one of the top 5 US hcsm thoughtleaders.

Figure 6A. How Followers of @pharmaguy Found Out About Him?

LOVE THE BLOG, LOVE TWITTER
There’s plenty of synergy between Pharma
Marketing Blog, Pharma Marketing News and what I
do on Twitter. It’s not surprising, therefore, that a lot
of my followers know me from the blog or the
newsletter (see Figures 6A and 6B) and just had to
keep track of me on Twitter as well:
• Love your blog!
• I've been following PMBlog for years thru thick
and thin - Rost, Edwards, PGossip, HBlog etc
and maybe Twitter will be another way/easier
way...it just seems more immediate.
• I follow your blog and I find it incisive.
• I enjoy your blog and think that it provides timely
updates and analysis on hot topics in pharma
and biotech. As a blogger myself (JFK
Communications Healthcare PR Blog), it's
important to keep up with what's being said. And
I don't believe that pharmaceuitcal company
blogs provide much analysis or critique--they
seem to be to only be focused on promoting the
companies and their products. PR professionals
need to be aware of both the positive and
negative issues and the threats facing our
industry.
• You seem to be a pharma blogging genius :-)
• loved your blog posts and hey presto we are a
follower
• I've been reading your blog for years and find it
both entertaining and valuable as inspiration.
Continues…
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RELEVANCE
Relevance was another term my followers used to
describe why they follow me on Twitter or they
expressed that the information was relevant to
their needs:
• You provide relevent, important industry
information, and offer humorous commentary
• you somehow attract a lot of chat going on in
pharma
• Relavent, knowledgeable, share your opinion on
a number of issues
• I work in Pharma Analytics here at Ogilvy in NYC
- and find your articles VERY relevant to what I
do on a daily basis! :)
• VP at large PR shop, began following your blog
sometime ago... find your posts , thought
provoking and very relevant to the work I do.
Personally I prefer my reader to twitter, but since
all the cool kids were doing it I jumped on-board.
• You look like a very interesting central node
witihin the pharma 2.0 network
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useful” (9%) or “very useful” (42%), while an
additional 20% found them “somewhat useful.” Only
3% responded “so-so.” Twenty-six percent (26%)
couldn’t say one way or the other because they have
not been following me long enough to form an
opinion. Obviously, I did not ask anyone if they did
not find my Tweets useful at all; I assume such
people would have stopped following me and never
gotten to the survey in the first place. I can say,
however, that I have had very few followers decide
not to follow me, although I don’t have any quantitative data to back that up.

NETWORKING
Since “networking” is at the core of my business, it
was gratifying to see that a few people followed me
in order to expand their network of contacts:
• You have a solid following of people whom I
know or should know...and talk about things I
care about or should care about.
• Good, centralized source for current pharma
news as well as conduit for other pharma
contacts
• I'm new to pharma (but not marketing). Thought
it would be a good way to get more plugged in.
PHARMAGUY
Several people felt that they had no choice; they
simply had to be part of pharmaguy’s world on
Twitter:
• You're the pharmaguy
• come on, you're the pharma guy...
• Because you're THE pharma guy. Plus I've also
been reading Pharma Marketing News.
• You're the pharmaguy and was impressed by
your share of voice at the HCMA Summit.
• Cause you are the Pharmaguy?
• you are pharmaguy and I follow pharma
• Your name was pharmaguy.
How Useful are My Tweets?
Overall, my Twitter followers (based on the results of
this survey), find my Tweets useful (see Figure 7). A
majority (51%) find my Tweets either “extremely
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Figure 7. How Useful are @pharmaguy’s Tweets?

What Topics Are of Interest to My Followers?
Finally, and maybe most importantly, I want to know
what topics are of most interest to my Twitter
followers. Survey respondents were able to select
multiple topics from a list and write in others not
included in the list. The top four topics of interest to
my Twitter followers are (see Figure 8, pg 10, for
more details):
1. Internet/alternative media/social network/
technology-based marketing (70%),
2. Buzz/Social networking (68%),
3. FDA regulation of pharma marketing (63%),
and
4. New ideas for drug marketing (53%).
In comparison, the top four topics of interest for
readers of Pharma Marketing News are:
Continues…
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Figure 8. What Topics Related to Pharmaceutical Marketing and Sales Are You Most Interested In?
Respondents were able to select multiple topics and write in others not included in the list.
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1. New ideas for drug marketing (71%),
2. Physician marketing (63%),
3. Sales & sales reps/sales force effectiveness
(59%), and
4. Internet/alternative media/social
network/technology-based marketing (53%).
The top four topics of interest to Pharma Marketing
Blog readers are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

New ideas for drug marketing (51%),
Physician marketing (47%),
Questionable marketing practices (46%), and
Internet and other new technology-based
marketing (43%).

What’s In It For You?
As I said in the beginning of this article, the industry
needs to learn more about who is using Twitter in
general and, specifically, more about the people who
follow the industry on Twitter. Corporate Twitter
accounts want audiences that include physicians,
business analysts, journalists, investors, etc. But how
do they know if this is their audience or if they are
delivering what their audience wants if they do not do
some research?
With all due respect to Pfizer’s Kerins, Twitter is
more than a newswire. Twitter, like other social
media applications, is also a community where
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dialogue and discussion are as important as the
information provided. Currently, however, many
official pharma Tweeters do not engage in
discussion. When that situation changes and when
pharma Twitter accounts follow more qualified
people, meaningful discussions can only happen if
pharmaceutical companies know who is following
them. Which again calls for some research.
Individuals who work inside pharma companies or in
agencies, vendor companies, or consultancies that
work for pharma companies, probably are very much
like the people who follow me on Twitter and who
responded to my survey. If you want to use Twitter to
reach out to these individuals, then you can learn
from my survey results what these people expect
from you.
If you are just starting out in Twitter and want to
follow and be followed by a highly qualifies audience,
you could do worse than follow many of the people
that follow me on Twitter. These people are your
audience.
Pharma Marketing News
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